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MEET TURTLE! 

They are reptiles.
They have a hard shell that protects them like a
shield.

They have existed for around 215 million years.
The largest turtle is the leatherback sea turtle, it
can weigh over 2000 lbs!
Many turtle species are endangered --  in
danger of not living on earth anymore.
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Source:
Science Kids-

https://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/animals/turtle.html

Do You Have My Turtle Shell? 
Create a small circle, with your grown-up or fellow artists, while standing In

the middle go to each artist and ask "Do you have my turtle shell?" Most
people will say, "I do not have your turtle shell" but one will say, "I do have

your turtle shell!" Once that person says this the artist in the middle will chase
the other around the circle, attempting to get their spot. If they succeed, that

spot-less artist will now be the new turtle asking for their shell. 

Slow Motion Turtle Race
Turtles tend to move slower than most animals, how slow can you go? In this
slow motion movement exercise all artists will practice their control over
their body by seeing who can go the slowest.
However, at at moment's notice the race referee can either make the turtles
go round and around by saying, "OCEAN CURRENT" being swept up in a
whirlwind (turning a, "BACK STROKE" causing turtles to go backwards or
"FREEZE FRAME" which causes all turtles to freeze in place until race referee
says "TURTLE POWER UP" and the race resumes. Whoever crosses the finish
line last wins! 
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Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!      
How do you share?

I have a treasure! 
Shy Turtle has a treasure trove they show and share with Sea Dragon.

How do you share?
Start with an imaginary object in your hands. Show with your hands and
arms how big or small it is! Show us with your face if it's shiny or smelly

or how it makes you feel! Show us how heavy or not heavy it is with your
body! Now decide who to give this treasure to! And give them that gift.
If they accept with a "Yes please!" they must take that treasure, open

it, and react! Then transform that treasure into something new and give
it to someone new! 

What happens  if you don't want the treasure? That's okay! Just say, "no
thank you!" 


